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About This Game

Silence in Space is a point & click game with science fiction and horror themes. It presents the story from the standpoint of the
character Alan Blake, who is a galactic mercenary who captured, on the radar of his spaceship, a spacecraft drifting in space. He

tries to contact it, but without success decides to go on board to see what happened. Arriving there, he encounters strange
situations and begins to investigate what happened to the crew. The game was produced as a tribute to classic point & click

games such as Indiana Jones and the Fate of Atlantis and Yahtzee Croshaw's horror saga. In addition, it has movie references
and classic science fiction series, such as Aliens, Event Horizon, Doctor Who and Stranger Things.
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Title: Silence in Space - Season One
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Gisa Ferreira
Publisher:
Glitch Pixel
Release Date: 4 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Atom 1.6 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated with 64 MB RAM

Storage: 50 MB available space

English
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silence in space - season one

I actually barely have words for this game.
You know what, ♥♥♥♥ that, I have tons of words.
First off, ♥♥♥♥ this game.
Second off, ♥♥♥♥ this game.
This game is made in Unity. What the ♥♥♥♥, man?
The game physics are practically non existant. The game mechanics are unlike anything I've ever seen. It's actually horrible, oh
man, time to dodge more bear traps and lasers. The traps aren't fun or engaging or innovative, it's the same BORING
REHASHED♥♥♥♥♥♥over and over. Oh look, MORE BEAR TRAPS.
The voice acting is terrible (and russian, go figure.)
This game isn't even worth 3.00 dollars. This game isn't even worth $0.50.
I would ACTUALLY rather play bad rats. This is just torture. MORE BEAR TRAPS.
The CIA should force guantanamo bay inmates to play this game to extract information. They'll be begging to snitch in 10
minutes or your money back, guaranteed. MORE BEAR TRAPS. MORE LASERS.

Overall I gave it a 9/510. Amazing route. this route is good for the class 67 Diamond Jubilee scenario: Diamond in the rough..
I've played many ATC sim games since the 90s. This one looks good at first but once you get into it, the bugs are too much to
overcome. I can't see the flight strips, I can only see my mouse cursor change when I mouse over them. I tried changing the
compatibility settings in the .pif file many different ways, nothing worked. There is no exit menu command option anywhere in
the game, simply clicking the x on the upper right only closes the window and doesn't shut the game down even though the
computer will think its not running, it still is running. Only way to exit game is to ctrl alt del and close the game in the task
manager while the window is still open.. Game is different!
Idea is cool
A fun and challenging time waster =D. Good game, but the maps are kinda boring because they don't seem to change that much
as you level up.. Nice arcade style game, it reminds me a bit of the "house of the dead" franchise but without the moving and
location changing: in this game you spawn in an area and you have to defend you position until the end of the wave.
You really need to take advantage of the upgrades and different weapons if you want to survive, this is not an easy game, you
need to be accurate and fast or the zombies will eat you!!!
Speaking of zombies...there are different kind of enemies that attack you: you first start with "normal" slow zombies and then
you finish fighting bigger, faster or more support-like foes, you really need to organize the defense and decide who to take out
first because if you simply shoot the first thing you see you are going to get swarmed quickly!
Hit detection is well made: you can remove the limbs of the zombies by simply shooting at them but watch it....even with no legs
they won't stop!!!
I totally recommend this game, I'm playing with an amd r9 390 oc and an i5 2500k @4.5 GHz without issues.. Combination of
Elder Sign + Pathfinder.
+ Instructions and tips
+ Replay value due to improving characters and random encounters
+ Fun

- Kinda hard
- 99 cent DLCs moving forward
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FASTER, FASTER, FASTER!

The first game, "SWARMRIDERS", was awesome and it was even better when you had a personal vendetta against robotic
squids. But this, this is something darker than that. This is more than just revenge. This is war.

Thicker swarms, faster soundtrack and possibly a murdered boyfriend.. Pretty good breakout style game with a ball speed
control mechanic. 8 shitrats out of 10.. AMAZING GAME, GREAT TUTORIAL AND MANUAL, VERY GOOD FOR
START LEARNING GREAT STRATEGY GAME.. This is a nice game. I purchased it based on my memories of reading these
mysteries as a child (that and the Hardy Boys mysteries). This is true to those stories, and allows you to solve the case as Nancy
Drew. It is meant for younger audiences, but still can be fun for adults, or those twinged by nostalgia.

As the first of the Nancy Drew games, this is a good intro to the series as a whole.. very good game i recomended
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